Stemness in Hydra - a current perspective
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ABSTRACT Hydra is a classic and simple model for pattern formation and regeneration research. More recently, it has also been promoted as a model to study ancestral stem cell biology. Three independent cell lineages form the body of the polyp and exhibit characteristics of stem cell systems. In order to define differences in stemness between the ectodermal and endodermal epitheliomuscular cell lineages and the interstitial cell lineage, we compare cellular properties and decision making. We argue that these three lineages are expected to show substantial variation in their stemness-related gene regulatory networks. Finally, we discuss Wnt signalling pathways and Myc oncoproteins, which are beginning to offer a perspective on how proliferation and differentiation might be regulated.
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Introduction

The freshwater polyp Hydra is a classic model organism for pattern formation and the development of animal form. Its extensive capacity for regeneration has been known for more than 250 years and remains a subject of intensive study (for review see Holstein et al., 2003; Bode, 2003; Galliot et al., 2006; Bosch, 2007). Furthermore, Hydra is regarded as virtually immortal. Since the 60s, Hydra lab strains have been cultivated by clonal propagation, and ageing has so far not been observed (Martinez, 1998). Regeneration and immortality can be attributed to the cells of the gastric region of the polyp. These cells are in a state of continuous proliferation (Campbell, 1967a; Holstein et al., 1991) resulting in ongoing tissue renewal and tissue displacement along the major oral-aboral body axis towards the head (hypostome and tentacles) or the foot (basal disc) (Campbell, 1967b). At the terminal ends, differentiation takes place and the cells are finally lost. Due to this rapid turnover, individual cells can reach a maximum age of 3-4 weeks, before they divide to give rise to two daughter cells or before they are replaced. Proliferation and tissue displacement also produce the material for lateral bud formation, the common asexual mode of reproduction under conditions of laboratory mass culture. Despite these extensive cellular dynamics, an adult polyp exhibits a constant spatial order of structures and body compartments (for review see Bode, 2009). Thus, in order to maintain this steady-state axial pattern, which is primarily controlled by a signalling center at the tip of the hypostome called the head organiser (Meinhardt, 1993, 2012), cells moving along the body axis must permanently sense changes in position and adapt their behaviour.

Three independent cell lineages arise during embryonic development and form the simple body plan of Hydra. Transition of a cell from one lineage to another has never been observed. Two lineages of epitheliomuscular cells build unicellular sheets which comprise the ecto- and endoderm of the polyp (Fig. 1). These cells are commonly termed epithelial cells in the Hydra literature. The two layers are separated by an extracellular matrix called the mesoglea and they are primarily responsible for the shape of the polyp and its morphogenetic capacities. A third lineage of interstitial stem cells and their differentiation products is embedded in the interstitial space between epithelial cells throughout the body column (Fig. 2). In some cases, differentiated interstitial cells can also be incorporated within ectodermal epithelial cells to perform specific functions.

In addition to the remarkable cellular dynamics outlined above, tissue homeostasis is a second distinct feature of Hydra. Hydra maintains constant proportions between its different cell types (Bode et al., 1973). If the density of one cell type is altered by experimental manipulation, Hydra tissue has the ability to regulate its cell numbers in order to return to homeostasis. So, cells must be able to sense their axial position as well as the cellular composition in their local environment and must be able to react in terms of increased production or loss of cells (Bode et al., 1976; David and MacWilliams, 1978; Sproull and David, 1979; Bosch and David, 1984; Kobatake and Sugiyama, 1986; Fujisawa, 1992;
With the increasing impact of stem cells in modern biology, *Hydra* researchers have started to emphasise that all three cell lineages of the polyp behave like stem cell systems in terms of permanent self-renewal plus differentiation (Bode, 1996). This culminated in several recently published reviews discussing *Hydra* as a model to investigate principles of stem cell biology, the role of stem cells to confer immortality, the search for stem cell-specific genes encoded in *Hydra’s* genome, and the significance of a stem cell niche (Bosch, 2008, 2009; Watanabe et al., 2009; Bosch et al., 2010).

Here, we want to add to this discussion by addressing the term stemness in *Hydra*. Which features of stemness can be found in *Hydra* cells? Are there differences in stemness between the epithelial and interstitial cell lineages? What is known about stemness in *Hydra* at the molecular level?

**How is stemness defined?**

The commonly found textbook description of a stem cell is that it can self-renew and differentiate into one or more specialized cell type(s). Based on this simple definition, a large number of initial studies searched for a common transcriptional profile specific for different stem cells within one organism or even within a larger animal taxon. However, based on the limited overlap in these studies, it has not been possible to define a core stem cell-specific genetic regulatory network up to now. Exceptions are the transcription factors Oct4, SoxB1, and Nanog, which were shown to induce pluripotency when activated in somatic cells in mammals, and the stem cell maintenance factors Myc and Klf4. It also has become clear that any stem cell-intrinsic molecular program is strongly influenced by external factors, leading to the concept of the stem cell “niche”. The niche provides the microenvironment around stem cells and coordinates the signals instructing their behaviour. More recently, stemness has been more broadly defined as the property of an entire cell lineage that regulates itself by feedback mechanisms and that is co-regulated by its environment. Thus, stemness is not seen as a property of an individual cell, but of a cell lineage, which can generate and maintain a tissue during embryogenesis, regeneration or tissue turnover (for review see Lander, 2009, 2011; Wolkenhauer et al., 2011).

How do stem cells make their decisions in these lineages? Two mechanisms are widely discussed (Lander, 2009, 2011): the first model is asymmetric division, where one daughter cell of a stem cell remains a stem cell, while the other one differentiates. This model is simple and needs only cell-intrinsic control. However, it is unable to achieve dynamic regulation at the tissue level, in particular when homeostasis is disturbed. The second and newer model is stochastic behaviour, where stem cells decide to produce either one stem and one differentiated cell (asymmetric division), two stem cells (symmetric renewal), or two differentiated cells (symmetric differentiation). In this model, additional levels of regulation by external factors are required to maintain tissue homeostasis, but its major advantage is that it has the potential to compensate for perturbations in tissue composition, i.e. during regeneration.

In the following sections, we will look in more detail at stemness and decision-making in the three cell lineages of the *Hydra* polyp.

**Epitheliomuscular cell lineages**

Epithelial cells of the gastric region of *Hydra* are multifunctional cells. They exhibit features of undifferentiated, stem cell-like cells with high developmental capacity. They give the polyp its shape and drive morphogenesis during asexual budding and regeneration. Polyps containing only epithelial cells have been obtained by chemical treatment or by heat shocking the mutant sf-1 strain, which contains a temperature-sensitive interstitial cell lineage. These animals produce buds and regenerate in a rather normal manner (Marcum and Campbell, 1978; Sugiyama and Fujisawa, 1978). In the most extreme case of regeneration - reaggregation - mechanically dissociated epithelial cells sort out into the original bilayered tissue structure and self-organise to develop completely normal polyps within a few days (Gierer et al., 1972; Technau and Holstein, 1992; Hobmayer et al., 2001).

Cells of the gastric region show unlimited proliferation and renewal. The average cell cycle length is 3-4 days (David and Campbell, 1972). This corresponds to the doubling time of epithelial cells as measured in growth curves and also to the doubling time of polyps in asexual mass culture. With the exception of an initial characterisation of a *cyclinB* gene and its expression during the daily feeding rhythm and during head regeneration (Scheuren et al., 1996), almost nothing is known about the molecular control of the cell cycle in these cells - an important gap of knowledge with respect to the basic role of proliferation and tissue turnover in this animal. By using electron microscopy, we recently detected multiple nuages in epithelial cells mostly in the vicinity of the nucleus (Fig. 3A). Nuage was initially characterised in germ cell precursors including meiotic cells but is now more generally known as a structure specific for undifferentiated, proliferating cells (for review see Pek and Kai, 2011).
Epithelial cells also exhibit features of a clearly differentiated and physiologically active cell type. They establish an outer epidermal tissue covered by a cuticle-like structure and an inner gastrodermal tissue responsible for digestion and uptake of food and the distribution of nutrients. Ectodermal epithelial cells show all hallmarks of a true epithelium: apical junctional complexes (septate junctions), apical-basal polarity, and hemidesmosome-like junctions to attach to the mesoglea. Endodermal epithelial cells likewise show apical septate junctions and clear apical-basal polarisation, but defined junctional attachment sites to the mesoglea have so far not been found. Both epithelial cell types have basal muscle fibres attached to the mesoglea for coordinated movement under neuronal control. They also contain large vacuoles presumably involved in osmoregulation, and can act in a macrophage-like manner by phagocytising neighbouring cells under starvation conditions or when confronted with abnormal cells.

**Ectodermal epithelial cells**

Under conditions of asexual steady state growth, ectodermal epithelial cells give rise to three types of terminally differentiated cells: tentacle-specific battery cells, hypostome-specific cells, and basal disc-specific secretory cells (Fig. 1). The boundaries of the corresponding body regions, where terminal differentiation occurs, are defined by the expression of genes that act in position-dependent differentiation (see Böttger and Hassel, 2012). Regeneration experiments and tracking of GFP-positive epithelial cells in transgenic polyps have demonstrated that every proliferating cell of the body column has the potential to give rise to all three types of differentiated cells (Wittlieb et al., 2006). In all three cases, terminal differentiation and cell cycle arrest occurs in the G2 phase (Dübel, 1989; Dübel and Schaller, 1990). The arrest is irreversible, so that these cells can no longer participate in regeneration.

Previous data obtained by in vivo carbon labelling and tracking of ectodermal epithelial cells indicated that the lower hypostome may contain a separate and independent subpopulation of proliferating cells (Dübel et al., 1987). It was argued that cells of the body column are displaced towards the tentacles, but do not contribute to the formation of the mouth. Instead, cells in the lower part of the hypostome self-renew and differentiate to tentacle cells and to cells of the upper hypostome and mouth. We reinvestigated this issue using Hydra expressing a stable lifeact-GFP transgene to visualise the actin cytoskeleton of ectodermal epithelial cells (Riedl et al., 2008; Aufschnaiter and Hobmayer, in preparation). We produced a number of transplants, where a wildtype head was grafted onto a transgenic body, and thereafter we followed the displacement of ectodermal epithelial cells into the head region under daily feeding (Fig. 4A). Immediately after healing, GFP-positive tissue of the upper body column started to move towards the tentacles and hypostome. After six days, the tentacles were almost entirely replaced by GFP-positive cells, and between the tentacle bases we could clearly observe the movement of transgenic cells towards the hypostome (Fig. 4B). After twelve days, only the upper part of the hypostome remained wildtype, and after three to four weeks, all the wildtype head tissue was replaced by transgenic cells from the gastric region, in agreement with Campbell (1967b) (Fig. 4 C,D). Equivalent results were obtained, when a transgenic head was transplanted to a wildtype body (Fig. 4 E-H). In summary, our data clearly argue against an independent sublineage of epithelial cells in the ectoderm of the lower hypostome.

During sexual reproduction, ectodermal epithelial cells contribute to the formation of the female egg cup, an egg-holding structure in the mid body column, and to the formation of testes localised closer to the head (Fig. 1). The egg cup is a support structure that holds the mature egg throughout fertilisation and cleavage stages. An egg finally detaches from this structure, when the egg shell forms in the blastula stage. The testis is responsible for maturation of sperm precursor cells and the controlled release of sperm. The differentiation pathways in these two sex organs are not well known. It is actually unclear, whether terminal differentiation occurs. A detailed morphological characterisation of the formation of egg cup and testis is ongoing in our lab.

**Endodermal epithelial cells**

At the base of tentacles and in the hypostome and basal disc, endodermal epithelial cells also undergo terminal differentiation. As in the ectodermal layer, the differentiated cells in the tentacles and basal disc are arrested in the G2 phase, while those in the upper hypostome are arrested in G1 (Dübel, 1989; Dübel and Schaller, 1990) suggesting that epithelial precursor cells can in principle go through a terminal mitosis. In contrast to the ectodermal lineage, endodermal epithelial cells do not seem to participate in sexual differentiation.

It should be noted that endodermal epithelial cells seem to have a greater capacity for changing their shape and for morphogenetic movement in comparison to ectodermal cells. During bud formation, it is a group of such endodermal cells that shows the first observ-
able cell shape changes at the onset of evagination (Gelei, 1925; Philipp et al., 2009). Endodermal cells also show an unexpected mobility during reaggregation (Takaku et al., 2004) and during tissue recruitment into the newly forming bud (Wittlieb et al., 2006). In addition, endodermal cells are the first cells to change their shape and to close the wound, when regeneration starts (Znidaric, 1970; Murate et al., 1997; Chera et al., 2009b). The lack of cell-matrix contact sites in the endodermal tissue layer may contribute to a greater morphogenetic flexibility.

**Interstitial stem cell lineage**

The cells of this lineage are primarily located in the interstitial spaces between epithelial cells. But head-specific sensory nerve cells and mature nematocytes are also incorporated within ectodermal epithelial cells. Interstitial cells comprise roughly 80% of the total cells of a *Hydra* polyp. Here, we just give a rough outline of the basic aspects of self-renewal and differentiation. In a related review in this issue, the cellular dynamics and the decision making within this lineage is described in more detail (see David, 2012).

Interstitial stem cells are small cells with an interphase nucleus and a ribosome-rich cytoplasm (David, 1973). Due to their occurrence as single cells or pairs, they are commonly called 1s+2s in the literature. In transmission electron microscopy, multiple nuages are present at the nuclear membrane, associated with mitochondria and in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3B). The cell cycle of 1s+2s is much shorter (roughly 30 hrs) than that of epithelial cells (Campbell and David, 1974), but both cell types grow at the same rate since only about 60% of 1s+2s remain stem cells per cell cycle during steady state growth. Whether there are resting stem cells as known in bilateral stem cell systems is unclear, but continuous labelling experiments have indicated that there is a small fraction of 1s+2s with a longer cell cycle (Campbell and David, 1974). Finally, cloning experiments revealed that interstitial stem cells can give rise to both somatic differentiation products and to gametes (Fig. 2) (Bosch and David, 1987).

There are three basic somatic differentiation pathways (Fig. 2). Nematocyte precursors go through several rounds of proliferation to produce nests of nematoblasts up to a size of 16 cells per nest (David and Gierer, 1974). These proliferating precursors may correspond to so-called “transit amplifying cells” as known from stem cell systems in higher metazoans. Transit amplifying cells are committed for a particular pathway and then undergo a limited number of rounds of proliferation, before terminal differentiation is initiated. In the case of a proliferating nematoblast nest, terminal mitosis produces a nest of differentiating nematocytes (David and Gierer, 1974). When differentiation is finished, the nest breaks up and individual nematocytes actively migrate toward the base of the tentacles, where they become incorporated into ectodermal battery cells (for review see Fujisawa et al., 1986).

Nerve cell differentiation starts with the formation of small interstitial cell precursors (David and Gierer, 1974; Holstein and David, 1990). The degree of proliferation in nerve cell precursors is under debate. While some studies emphasised a capacity to go through several rounds of mitosis (Heimfeld and Bode, 1984; Teragawa and Bode, 1995; Bode et al., 1990), Hager and David (1996) found, in most cases, just one terminal mitosis of the committed stem cell to produce two differentiating nerve cells. Two major types of nerve cells, ganglion cells and sensory cells, are formed. To a limited extent phenotype conversion has been observed, when mature ganglion cells are passively displaced from the body column into the head and thereby transform to head-specific sensory cells (Koizumi et al., 1988; Hobmayer et al., 1990).

Differentiation of secretory cells is the least intensively studied pathway. Interstitial precursor cells migrate through the mesoglea into the endodermal epithelium and there they differentiate in a position-dependent manner: gland cells in the gastric region and mucous cells in the hypostome (Smid and Tardent, 1984; Schmidt and David, 1986; Bode et al., 1987). It is unclear whether precursors of this pathway divide, but the differentiated gland and mucous cells still have a capacity to proliferate. New data with stable transgenic labelling have demonstrated phenotype conversion from gland cells to mucous cells during tissue displacement towards the head (Siebert et al., 2008).

---

**Fig. 3.** Electron microscopic visualisation of nuage in *Hydra*. (A) Part of an ectodermal epitheliomuscular cell (shown in green) including the nucleus and a mitochondrion-associated nuage (A1). (B) Interstitial stem cell (shown in green) with nuage in the cytoplasm (B1), associated to a mitochondrion (B2), and associated to the nuclear membrane (B3). Scale bars: 2.0 μm (A,B) and 500 nm (A1, B1-B3).
A stemness comparison

While there is no doubt that interstitial cells represent a prototypical stem cell system, the situation for the two epithelial lineages is less clear. As outlined above, ectodermal and endodermal epithelial cells of the gastric region continuously self-renew and eventually give rise to several differentiation products, thus providing clear evidence for stemness in these two lineages. But can epithelial cells be regarded as bona fide stem cells? The answer depends on how stringently stem cells are defined. If stem cells are defined as cells just showing a capacity to self-renew and to produce differentiated cells, then epithelial cells are stem cells. If stem cells are defined more strictly as cells that self-renew and at the same time differentiate to other cell types, then epithelial cells are not stem cells. In the paper by David (2012), evidence is presented for the first time that interstitial stem cells (1s+2s) show stochastic behaviour of self-renewal and pluripotency including asymmetric cell division. No such evidence exists for epithelial cells. In the gastric region, epithelial cells divide and the two daughter cells are again self-renewing cells; no differentiation occurs. When epithelial cells arrive at the base of the tentacles, the hypostome, or the basal disc, they differentiate, but they do so at sharp boundaries where all cells differentiate under tight positional control.

Additional differences between the epithelial and interstitial cell lines should be emphasized: (1) Interstitial stem cells respond to their own density (for review see David, 2012) and interact with the surrounding epithelial cells in a relatively well-defined niche. In the case of epithelial cells, it is not as easy to delineate a niche, neither in its dimensions and its composition, nor in its complexity of cellular interactions. (2) Epithelial and interstitial cell lineages arise differently during embryonic development. The ectodermal and endodermal epithelial lineages directly descend from the two ectodermal and endodermal germ layers established during gastrulation. In contrast, the precise origin of the interstitial cell lineage is unknown in Hydra embryos, mostly because the critical embryonic stages are hidden under a thick, non-transparent, and rather inaccessible egg shell (Martin et al., 1997). In related hydrozoan species, however, where such data are available, interstitial cells develop after germ layer specification in the endoderm (Weiler-Stolt, 1960; reviewed in Tardent, 1978). (3) Epithelial and interstitial cell lineages also have a different evolutionary background. The ectodermal and endodermal cell lineages correspond to outer (epidermal) and inner (gastrodermal) cell layers, whose origins can be traced back to the most ancestral multicellular animals such as sponges. In contrast, hydrozoans are the only cnidian class whose members evolved an interstitial stem cell lineage with variable degree of potency (Müller et al., 2004). In the other cnidian classes including the anthozoans, which are thought to represent the most ancestral cnidian group, there is no cell lineage in addition to the ectodermal and endodermal epithelium. Therefore, it is generally assumed that the interstitial stem cell system of Hydra represents an independent, hydrozoan-specific invention not directly related to bilaterian stem cell systems. (4) The Hydra genome was analysed for the presence of known stem cell-specific genes (see Table 1 in Watanabe et al., 2009). In all cases, where expression data are available, the genes are activated in the interstitial cell lineage and not in epithelial cells. Based on all these arguments, we expect significant differences in the gene regulatory networks mediating stemness in the three Hydra cell lineages. The data discussed below further support this view.

Molecular regulation of stemness in Hydra

Several recent and comprehensive reviews discuss the still rather limited current knowledge of molecular factors acting in stemness regulation in Hydra (Bosch, 2008; Watanabe et al., 2009; Bosch et al., 2010). These reviews discuss the interstitial stem cell niche,
the role of signalling and transcription factors in the interstitial stem cell lineage, and homologs of known stem cell-specific genes in the Hydra genome sequence. We will therefore focus here on some of the most recent and stemness-related findings.

**Wnt signalling**

Wnt signalling is among the best studied signalling systems due to its relevance in embryonic development and cancer. Secreted Wnt proteins are inducers of axis formation, organogenesis, and morphogenetic tissue movements, mechanisms invented during the evolution of the earliest multicellular animals. In Hydra, canonical Wnt/β-Catenin signalling is a central player in the head organiser and in pattern formation along the oral-aboral body axis (Hobmayer et al., 2000; Broun et al., 2005; Gee et al., 2010; Nakamura et al., 2011). Noncanonical Wnt signalling, by comparison, acts in tissue movement and evagination during tentacle and bud formation, providing evidence for an ancestral complexity of the Wnt signalling network (Philipp et al., 2009).

More recently, it has become clear that the Wnt/β-Catenin pathway plays an additional role in the maintenance and in cell fate decisions of stem cells; activated Wnt signalling is tightly linked to stemness (for review see Wend et al., 2010). For example, activated β-Catenin increases self-renewal of hematopoietic, skin, and intestinal stem cells. In the case of bulge stem cells in hair follicles, Wnt/β-Catenin seems to control stem cell fate. On the other hand, unbalanced Wnt/β-Catenin activity contributes to oncogenic transformation and the maintenance of cancer stem cells. In these cases, one of the primary direct targets is the oncogenic transcription factor c-Myc (see below).

The Wnt pathway acts in many systems as an activator of cell proliferation (for review see Clevers, 2006). In Hydra, there is accumulating evidence that Wnt/β-Catenin signalling is also involved in proliferation control. The head of the polyp exhibits a constant high level of S-phase labelling in epithelial cells and is insensitive to the fluctuations in epithelial cell division caused by the daily feeding rhythm. Furthermore, epithelial cells in evaginating buds generally exhibit higher proliferation rates (Holstein et al., 1991). In both regions, β-Catenin is in an activated state (Hobmayer et al., 2000; Broun et al., 2005). During head regeneration, mitotic divisions have been associated with activated β-Catenin (Chera et al., 2009b). There is also evidence that activation of β-Catenin by treatment with GSK-3 inhibitors alters interstitial cell behaviour such that cells are prevented from initiating nematocyte differentiation (Khalturin et al., 2007). Finally, in a related hydrozoan, Hydractinia echinata, GSK-3 inhibition leads to an increased S-phase activity in interstitial stem cells resulting in an increase in the number of differentiated nematocytes and nerve cells (Teo et al., 2006).

**Reprogramming factor Oct4**

Mammalian somatic cells can be reprogrammed to pluripotency following forced expression of a small set of transcription factors (for review see Jaenisch and Young, 2008). Among those, Oct4, a class5 POU domain protein, is indispensable. New and exciting data suggest that this may be an evolutionarily old mechanism. In Hydractinia echinata, an oct4-related gene called polynem has been characterised (Millane et al., 2011). It is specifically expressed in embryonic cells and in interstitial stem cells of the adult polyp. Strikingly, ectopic expression of polynem in ectodermal epithelial cells of the polyp caused extensive neoplasia, and cells within the neoplasms started to express a set of stem cell marker genes. In molecular phylogenies, polynem is either related to class5 or class3 POU proteins (Millane et al., 2011; data not shown). We failed to identify members of these classes in the Hydra genome sequence. The most closely related POU domain-encoding genes detected in our analysis belonged to class4 and class6. Their functions and expression patterns are currently unknown.

![Fig. 5. Hydra Myc proteins and the expression patterns of Hydra myc1. (A) Schematic representation of the Hydra Myc1 and Myc2 proteins and the predicted Myc-like proteins Myc3 and Myc4 in comparison to c-Myc. The position of the conserved basic helix-loop-helix leucine Zipper (bHLH-Zip) domain and the putative Myc homology boxes (MBI-IV) are indicated. (B-H) myc1 is expressed in cells belonging to the interstitial stem cell system as visualised by in situ hybridisations using whole animals (B-D) and single cell maceration preparations (E-H). (D) Double in situ hybridisation using myc1 (blue) and the differentiation gene Nova (red) demonstrates that myc1 is exclusively expressed in proliferating cells. 2s: interstitial stem cells; 4s, 8s: proliferating nematoblasts; ecto: ectodermal epitheliomuscular cell; endo: endodermal epitheliomuscular cell; nv: nerve cell. The insert in (E,F) shows a gland cell. (B–E,G) Bright field optics; (F–H) phase contrast optics (modified form Hartl et al., 2010, with permission from Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA).](image-url)
Maintenance factors of the Myc family

Transcription factors of the Myc family control fundamental cellular processes including cell proliferation and ribosome biogenesis. Deregulation of Myc leads to the development of cancer and recently it has become clear that Myc proteins play a decisive role in the control of proliferation and in the maintenance of stem cells in their undifferentiated state. Furthermore, Myc is among the core factors in reprogramming experiments with mammalian somatic cells (for review see Jaenisch and Young, 2008). We therefore started to investigate myc genes in Hydra.

The Hydra genome sequence contains four myc or myc-like genes (Fig. 5A). Two of them, myc1 and myc2, encode for prototypical Myc proteins displaying a highly conserved C-terminal bHLH-Zip DNA binding domain and most of the Myc-boxes in the larger N-terminal transactivation domain. The other two myc-like genes, myc3 and myc4, are more divergent. Their predicted C-terminal bHLH-Zip domains are Myc-related, but their predicted N-terminal domains almost completely lack Myc-boxes (Fig. 5A).

We have characterised Hydra Myc1 and Myc2 biochemically and in detailed expression studies (Hartl et al., 2010; Hartl et al., in preparation). The Hydra ortholog of Max has also been characterised (Hartl et al., 2010). Both Myc factors dimerise with their known interaction partner Max and bind to the E-box DNA recognition elements with high affinity. Furthermore, Myc1 and Myc2 contain structural elements capable of substituting for those present in the viral Myc protein to induce oncogenic transformation. Myc2 contain structural elements capable of substituting for those present in the viral Myc protein to induce oncogenic transformation.

The myc1 gene is specifically expressed in the proliferating somatic cells of the interstitial stem cell system including 1s+2s, proliferating nematoblasts, and gland cells (Fig. 5 B-H). Based on this pattern, we suggested that the primary function of Myc1 is in control of the comparably fast cell cycle in this lineage. Supporting this view, knock-down of myc1 function by siRNA or the small molecule inhibitor 10058-F4 results in deregulated proliferation in 1s+2s (Ambrosone et al., 2012).

The myc2 gene shows expression in a broader set of cells and may therefore have a more basic function in the polyp. It is co-expressed with myc1 at a high level in proliferating interstitial cells, but it is also expressed at a lower level in ectodermal and endodermal epithelial cells throughout the gastric region. Terminally differentiated cells in the head and foot do not express myc1 or myc2. Interestingly, myc2 is also expressed during gametogenesis in proliferating egg and sperm precursor cells. Based on our molecular phylogenetic analysis, the myc1 and myc2 genes arose from a gene duplication within the cnidarian phylum, which obviously resulted in a functional separation of myc1 to the somatic compartment of the interstitial cell lineage and myc2 to gametogenesis. In summary, all these results suggest that the presence of Myc proteins keeps cells in a proliferative state.

We are just beginning to understand the molecular nature of stemness in Hydra. The availability of a well-annotated genome sequence (Chapman et al., 2010) and the establishment of new molecular and bioinformatic methods have opened up a new era of Hydra research. These innovations will provide the tools necessary to investigate the genetic signatures and molecular interactions that underlie the developmental capacity and stemness present in the three cell lineages of the Hydra polyp - a fascinating challenge.
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